We formulate according to the quantum mechanical uncertainty relation new 
First let us mention some physical background of the new uncerytainty relation, although its mathematical derivation from flux quantization and also its experimental varifications are very general and entirely independent of these backgrounds.
One can show that the microscopic theory of IQHE [1] should be given by the canonical quantization of a semi-classical theory of the "classical" Hall-effect CHE [2] . The action functional for this is the semi-classical Schroedinger-Chern-Simons action for a 2-D non-interacting carrier system with the usual minimal electromagnetic coupling on a 2+1-dimensional manifold M = Σ × R with spatial boundary. It can be shown also that the constraints of the theory forces the coupled electromagnetic potential to be an almost pure gauge potential, i. e. with an almost vanishing field strength and they forces also the potential to exist only on the edge of sample [2] . Thus, according to our model we have to do in IQHE case with an almost pure "edge" gauge potential [3] . Accordingly, in view of Ohm's equations the edge currents are the prefered currents under these constraints of the theory in our model [2] .
The classical theory [2] requires that edge current of electrons should flow exactly on the edge of QHEsample, i.e. with a zero distance to the edge of sample. However quantum theory forbids, in view of uncertainty relations, statements about zero distances in case of quantum systems or particles. Such a localization will require an infinite amount of momentum change. Therefore, edge currents are defined quantum theoretically as currents which flow within a distance of ∆q = l B from the edge of sample [4] .
Moreover, as like as in quantum mechanics where the position uncertainty ∆q is correlted with a momentum uncertainty ∆p. We will show that in the same manner there is an uncertainty for the value of electromagnetic potential ∆A m for charged systems in magnetic fields, i. e. in QED according to its uncertainty relations. Recall that, from the flux quantization eA m dx m ∝h, a pure quantized gauge potential A m is comparable withP m in view of its definition by the covariant derivative in QED D m Ψ ∝ (P m − eÂ m )Ψ := 0 and is of the same dimension L −1 ( see also below).
Accordingly, we prove that the recent results on the potential drops across IQHE samples near the edges [5] and [6] follow the universal uncertainty relations of quantum electrodynamics, in accordance with the universality of QHE.
To begin of technicalities, recall that there are two fundamental aspects of potential which has to be considered:
1) that the gauge potential itself is non-observable but some functions of it becomes observable.
2) that a pure gauge potential is according to the quantum mechanics a globally non-vanishing quantity [3] , although it is locally a vanishing one (see below).
Furthermore, one must take into account that despite of classical physics in quantum physics there are relevant quantities which are prevented to become zero in view of the uncertainty relations. To these relevant quantities in QHE, where in view of the presence of strong magnetic field the pure electromagnetic gauge potentialÅ m should be considered as a quantized operator, it belongs the uncertainty of this potential defiened by: e∆Å · ∆x = e∆Å · l B =h. Equivalently, in quantum mechanics only global, i.e.
finite quantities like Å m dx m = Bds are relevant but not their local componentsÅ m or B, i. e. not the infinitesimal quantities. We use from now on everywhere A forÅ.
We give here for the existence of such an uncertainty relation a proof according to the general quantum algebraic structure ("operator structure" or "commutator structure") of quantum mechanics which should be fullfild in any regular quantum theory. It is a result of canonical quantization structure which should be applicable in any regular quantum theory. This is so, because all other quantization formalisms should be equivalent to the canonical one.
¿From general quantum mechanics we know that the usual quantum commutator algebra, i. e.
[f ,ĝ] = −ihc is equivalent to the uncertainty relation ∆f · ∆g ∼hc [7] .
In ohter words, from the operators commutator [Â ,B] = −ih one can conclude by analogy with the canonical commutator [p ,q] = −ih that there is in the quasi calassical case an uncertainty relation ∆A · ∆B ∼h.
We will show that, indeed for the true phase space-variables of the QHE or of the flux quantization system, i. e. for electromagnetic systems under strong magnetion fields where the flux quantization take place, the commutator of the related operators is non-zero and so there exist an uncertainty relation which is varified experimentally by the potential drops experiments in QHE. The key point here is the choise of correct phase space for the electrodynamical system under consideration which has to be quantized in order to describe the flux quantization. In view of the fact that flux quantization is an experimental fact the question is how to describe this fact theoretically. In other words, we should look for the quantization of a phase space which describes the flux quantization or the electromagnetic quantization under strong magnetic fields.
I describe here the very general canonical quantization of an electromagnetic system for QHE or flux quantization.
It is well known that the quantization of Maxwell's action functional can not explain the flux quantization, thus we have to look for a quantization of an action functional which can desribe it.
However, although the flux quantization is different than the quantization in Maxwell's electrodynamics, however the general canonical quantization used here should apply and it apply to both of them.
The point of departure is the flux quantization relation for electromagnetic systems under strong magnetic fields:
Now, because this quantization is varified experimentally, therefore it should be describable "theoretically" as the canonical quantization of the classical action functional:
which has to be quantized to describe the flux quantization according to (1) :
To quantize any action functional S, i. e. to quantize the variables involved in the phase space of a system represented by the action functional S in the canonical way, one should compare such an action functional S with the general canonical action functional:
of the same dimension.
¿From the point of view of symplectic structure, the first term or properly its equivalent dP m ∧ dx m is enough to postulate the canonical quantization by [P m ,x n ] = −ihδ n m , which is the commutator postulate of quantization. However, taking also the second term into account, because in S (Cl) of (2) there is no second term which contains time integration, we have to compare our A m dx m with the canonical P m dx m term in order to identify the true variables of the phase space of our system [8] .
This canonical comparision in our case, i. e. between eA m dx m and P m dx m action functionals, shows that the phase space of our electrodynamical system, which is represented by the action S Cl of (2) has the set {eA m , x m } of canonical conjugate variables.
Then, the true globally hamiltonian vector fields of our system with the symplectic 2-form ω = dA m ∧dx m are given by [9] , [10]:
Moreover, the quantum operators on the quantized phase space of this system should be proportional to these vector fields by a complerx factor, i. e. usually by (−ih) [11] 
On the other hand, the actual phase space of motion of system should be polarized in the sense that the classical action and also the wave function should be functions of only half of the variables of the original phase space [9] . This means that in general Ψ is either Ψ(P i , t) or Ψ(x i , t). Then, the half of quantum operators which are related to the variables in Ψ act on Ψ just by the multiplication with these variables and the second half of quantum operators act on it by the action of quantum operators discussed above. In other words, as it is well known, for example in the ψ(P i , t) representation the acting operators are given byx i = −ihX . In other words, the pure edge potential A which must exists calssically only exactly on the edges of the QHE sample [2] and must be zero on the sample, is quantum electrodynamically however not zero on the sample: But it has according to the uncertainty relation e∆A · l B ∼h a value ("the quantum potential drop") over the edge of sample.
Recall further that classically ∆A m = 0.
On the other hand, in view of the relations between the magnetic field strength B, magnetic length and the global density of electrons n with the filling factor ν in QHE, i. e. l
, it is obvious that a variation of only one of these factors changes the magnetic length and so it changes also the current position and the potential distribution on the sample. However, if B or ν n remain the same for a set of IQHE samples in an experiment, then the magnetic length should be invariant for all these samples under the IQHE conditions independent of their geometries and other factors.
These are the quantum theoretical basics of what is observed in the mentioned experiments for the potential drops for two different sets of samples with two different filling factors as in [5] and [6] . In the case [5] the authors report on the observation of potential drops across the IQHE-samples over a length of 100µm from the edge of samples. We show that this potential drop which has the magnitude of (l −1 B ) [5] for the QH-sample used in Ref. [5] is the same as the uncertainty for potential ∆A m given by the uncertainty relation e(∆A) [5] · (l B ) [5] =h [12], [9] . Thus, we identify the quantum potential drop in QHE with the quantum electrodynamical uncertainty for the value of potential ∆A m =h el B on the edge of each sample for the given l B according to the ν n value of the same sample.
Furthermore, as we mentioned above the electromagnetic potential is in view of its gauge dependence non-observable. The observables related with the potential or those related with its field strength are phase angles given by the closed path integral of potential or the surface integral of field strength, which are observable by the quantum mechanical interfrence patterns [3] . Equivalently, a constant potential multiplied by a proper length, e. g. by the circumference of mentioned closed path is also observable.
For example according to the definition of magnetic length l 2 B =h eB we have [13] (see also below):
which is equivalent to the definition of magnetic flux quantum through Therefore, if one considers the quantum electrodynamical uncertainty relation ∆A · l B =h e directly or as it is given according to the flux quantization for IQHE edge current on a ring with a radius equal to l B . Then, one obtains with the given l B according to the data in Ref. [5] for (∆A) [5] =h e · (l −1 B ) [5] a value about 100µm for (∆A) [5] , which is the mentioned observed width for potential drops [5] [14].
This result show that in view of the definition of magnetic length the measured value of potential drops is a fundamental value for the given l B value of each IQHE sample independent of other parameters of that sample. Thus, the quantum potential drop on the edge of QH-samples is nothing than the uncertainty of potential or the width where in view of quantum situation the pure gauge potential exists and does not vanish although it should vanish there classically.
Therefore, practically what is measured in [5] and [6] is the uncertainty relation ∆A The same calculation can be done for the experiments with filling factor ν ′ = 4 about which it is reported in Ref. [6] . The theoretical result agrees also in this case with the measured result.
To be precize, let us mention that in other experiments [6] , where the electronic concentration is almost the same as in Ref. [5] but the filling factor is ν [6] = 4, one observed potential drops of ≈ 70µm. This is in good agreement with our theoretical result, since for ν [6] = 4 one obtains according to the data of Ref. [6] a magnetic length (l B ) [6] ≈ 1.4 · 10 −2 µm. Thus, the theoretical value of (∆A) [6] =h e (l −1 B ) [6] becomes ≈ 70µm which is indeed the measured value according to Ref. [6] (see also [14] ). Reversely, the fact that the ratio between potential drops in [5] and [6] with the same density n is given by a factor of ∆A [5] ∆A [6] = 1.4 and this is equal to the ratio ( ν [6] ν [5] for every QHE sample, manifests the fact that potential drop for each sample must be a function of its own l B only. Otherwise, the mentioned ratio can not be such a simple number and one should see an other ratio by comparision of potential drops results of two groups of experiments [5] and [6] .
Furthermore, it is expected that the observed length of the potential drop should be related with parameters of samples. This is indeed true in our model, if one recalls that here the potential drop is given by the reciproc of magnetic length and this one is given by the concentration of charge carriers which is indeed the main parameter of a sample.
In conclusion let us mention that such a penetration length is also comparable with London's penetration length in superconductivity [15] .
Footnotes and references
[10] According to the geometric quantization [9] the classical Hamiltonian vector fields A m and x m variables of our {A m , x m } phase space are given in general by:
Moreover, the contraction of any globally hamiltonian vectorfield X f with the symplectic 2-form of the system ω should result in: < X f , ω >= −df .
[11] One main reason for this procedure of quantization is that classical ( symplectic ) mechanics should be the classical limit of quantum mechanics. Therefore, the quantum operation of vector fields should results in classical limit in the classical operation of them.
[12] According to the data about the IQHE samples in Ref. [5] the global concentration is n = 3.7 · 10 11 cm −2 and ν = 2. Thus, one obtains l B ≈ 10 −2 µm for the samples used in Ref. [5] .
The measured pentration length is given to be about 100µm which is almost exactly |l −1 B |µm.
[13] In view of the gauge invariance of electrodynamics one is free to choose relevant gauges to retain the true degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic field. We use here for the homogeneous magnetic field B the so called Landau gauge A = A y = B · x for the only relevant component of potentential.
Recall further that the uncertainty relation discussed above, i. e. e∆A y ∆Y =h together with the Landau gauge for finite values e∆A y = B · ∆X result in the flux quantization relation in ground state B ·∆X∆Y =h e . Here, if we use the ∆X = ∆Y = l B then we obtain the definition of magnetic length.
[14] Recall that the measured width of the potential drops should be considered theoretically according to the dimensinal structure whereh contains L 2 dimensions in view of its definition. Thus, forh e ≈ 10 −8 ( erg.S Amper.S ) and for l B ≈ 10 −2 µm = 10 −6 cm in the case [5] one obtains from ∆A ≈h e (l B ) −1 the value (∆A) [5] ≈ (10 −8 ) · (10 6 ) = 10 −2 cm = 100µm. For the case [6] on has (∆A) [6] ≈ (10 −8 ) · ( 1 1.4 · 10 6 ) = 0.7 · 10 −2 cm = 70µm.
One obtains also the same result, if one uses the geometrical units whereh = 1 and e = 1. Then, one obtains also ∆A = (l B ) −1 = 100µm.
